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Sustainable Outdoor Recreation Collaborative 
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SUSTAINABLE OUTDOOR RECREATION COLLABORATIVE (SORC) 

Virtual Meeting  |  July 29, 2020 
Final Summary 

Meeting Purpose 
• Build on efforts initiated at first meeting held June 17 by finalizing principles and charter 

and definition of “sustainable recreation” 
• Provide feedback on SORC website and logos 
• Receive update from Forest Service on related matters, including recent passing of Great 

American Outdoors Act 
• Discuss current Covid-19 situation and brainstorm methods for educating recreationists on 

how to minimize impact to public lands 
• Review, discuss and learn from two current USFS projects with goal of identifying possible 

“best practices” for overcoming long-standing recreation-related challenges 
• Discussion of key timelines for SORC activities and review of next steps 

Welcome, Introductions, Zoom Overview, Agenda Review 
Austin McInerny, facilitator from the Consensus and Collaboration Program at California State 
University, Sacramento, welcomed participants to the second meeting of the Sustainable Outdoor 
Recreation Collaborative (SORC) for the Pacific Southwest Region (Region 5) of the United 
States Forest Service (USFS).  

Mr. McInerny indicated that the meeting was being recorded; the recording can be accessed here. 
See Appendix A for a list of meeting participants, as self-reported.  

Mr. McInerny noted that there are some user groups that have not yet been able to participate in 
the Collaborative but are interested, including a number of tribes. He introduced USFS Region 5 
staff attending the meeting:  

• Jim Bacon, Regional Director of Public Services  
• Nancy Parachini, Public Services Deputy Director 
• Kathy Mick, Regional Program Manager for Volunteers, Service, Conservation Education, 

and Interpretive Services  
• Priya Shahani, Deputy Director for Ecosystem Planning 
• Chris Colvin, Regional Outdoor Recreation Planner 

SORC Organizational Matters 

Review/Acceptance of Meeting #1 Summary 
Participants were given a chance to share comments on the draft of Meeting #1 summary. No 
comments or edits were shared. Mr. McInerny noted that future meeting summaries would follow 
the same review and acceptance process 
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Introduction of Steering Committee Members 
Mr. McInerny introduced the SORC Steering Committee members:  

• Amy Granat, California Off-Road Vehicle Association 
• Don Amador, Post-Wildfire OHV Recovery Alliance 
• Katie Goodwin, Access Fund 
• Katie Hawkins, Outdoor Alliance 
• Ryan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition 
• Theresa Simsiman, American Whitewater 

The Steering Committee help guide formation of SORC meeting agendas, including for this 
meeting.  

Discussion/Acceptance of Principles  
Draft guiding principles and charter for the SORC were presented during the first SORC meeting. 
During and after the meeting, participants had a chance to provide feedback about them. Mr. 
McInerny noted that there was very little feedback provided regarding the draft principles. 

A participant suggested incorporating equity and inclusivity into the guiding principles. Some 
participants, including a Region 5 representative, suggested using the USFS “JEDI” (justice, 
equity, diversity, inclusion) principles. Other participants disagreed. One participant said that 
equity needs to be defined if it is included. Mr. McInerny said that in this case, language would be 
added related to ensuring that public lands are available in an equitable way to all members of 
society. Another participant said that public lands are inherently inequitable, because certain areas 
are not accessible to some users, whether because of mobility impairments or restrictions against 
certain recreation activities in some areas. The participant said that it would be acceptable for 
equity in this context to mean across all demographics or open to all visitors, but this should be 
made explicit.  

A participant suggested that the principle related to science-informed management use a broader 
term than “biological” in order to capture relevant dynamics that would not fall under physical, 
biological, or social sciences, such as watersheds or climate. The participant suggested using the 
word “ecological.” Some other SORC participants agreed with this suggestion. Others expressed 
disagreement with it, saying that the term “ecological” carries stigma among some groups. A 
participant emphasized the need to focus on words that bring the diverse interests represented in 
SORC together and avoid words that create stumbling blocks for collaboration. Mr. Bacon 
suggested changing the wording to “Outdoor recreation management is informed by best available 
science.” 

A participant suggested adding “adaptive” and “innovative” management solutions.  

Mr. McInerny noted that additional follow-up on this discussion is needed, given that there was 
not agreement on all the suggestions made. He said that the continued discussion will take place 
through avenues such as the steering committee and that participants can also provide additional 
feedback after the meeting.  
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Discussion/Acceptance of SORC Charter 
As with the guiding principles, there were very few comments on the Charter following the first 
SORC meeting. The one suggestion received was related to taking conducting site visits, once 
possible. Mr. McInerny invited additional input on the charter.  

A participant asked whether there was value in adding a representative from the federal Bureau of 
Land Management. Mr. McInerny said that they would be welcome to participate in the SORC, 
given its nature as an open group, but noted that the SORC has an explicit focus on lands managed 
by the USFS.  

Mr. McInerny asked participants whether they support the charter as it stands. Using features 
within the remote participation platform, ten participants indicated they support the current charter 
and one indicated they did not. Mr. McInerny said that the group will move forward with the 
current charter as its guide, but that it can continue to be modified as needed as the SORC process 
continues.  

Review/Feedback on SORC Website and Logos 
After the first meeting, a website and logos were drafted for the SORC. The website is not yet 
viewable by the public, but SORC participants are able to view it to provide feedback. Mr. 
McInerny said that he had received input from one SORC participant expressing concern that the 
website is hosted within the Outdoor Alliance website. The participant said that as an individual 
advocacy group, Outdoor Alliance is not a neutral party representing all SORC participants. Mr. 
McInerny said that USFS cannot host the website, as they are not the convener of the group. He 
affirmed that other options for a more neutral permanent site location will need to be explored if 
the SORC project continues.  

Participants were given a chance to provide feedback related to the website and logos. A 
participant suggested incorporating recreation iconography into the logo. Mr. McInerny said noted 
that it is important that the group’s iconography not exclude any forms of recreation and noted it 
could be challenging to incorporate the wide range of recreation represented in the SORC.  

Next Meeting: October 28, 2020 (2-4 pm) 
Mr. McInerny noted that the next SORC meeting was already scheduled and would take place 
from 2:00 – 4:00 p.m. on October 28, 2020.  

Review & Discussion of Definition of “Sustainable Recreation”  
During the first meeting, a definition of “sustainable recreation” was presented for the group to 
consider and discuss as a guide for its work. Following that discussion, a participant shared the 
following suggested definition:  

“A set of recreational activities that meet the needs of the communities served, and for which any 
cumulative social, biological or geological impacts are manageable and/or mitigable over time, 
through adaptive management, ongoing maintenance and ongoing funding.” 
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Steering Committee members discussed the above definition and recommended that it be brought 
to the full group for consideration.  

SORC members made a variety of suggestions related to the above definition, including:  

• Impacts:  
o Consolidate “biological” and “geological” into “environmental” 

§ Some participants expressed agreement with this change while others 
expressed disagreement, due to the reasons mentioned during the discussion 
of the Guiding Principles (see above)  

o Add “economic”  
o Add “cultural”  

• Remove “a set of”   

A participant noted that the definition adopted by this group may impact definitions used by other 
land managers and owners.  

A participant asked why the SORC is seeking to develop a definition different from that used by 
the USFS: “The set of recreation settings and opportunities on the National Forest System that is 
ecologically, economically, and socially sustainable for present and future generations.” The 
participants said that the current USFS definition very specifically ties into the ROS and the 
mission of the USFS and consistency in definitions will be beneficial through the USFS planning 
process and in communicating with stakeholders of the community and the agency.  

Mr. McInerny invited participants to share further input on the definition via a shared document.  

Update from Forest Service  
USFS staff gave updates on a number of topics that arose during the first meeting, including the 
recreation-related budget, forest plan revisions, and sub-regional volunteer coordination.  

Recreation-Related Budget  
Mr. Bacon presented on the Region 5 recreation-related budget. While the budget for fiscal year 
2021 is not yet final, the recreation-related budget is likely to remain at the same level as the past 
year. As mentioned during the first SORC meeting, USFS is undergoing “budget modernization,” 
which among other changes will mean that all USFS staff are funded through a single budget line, 
while project-related funding will come from a completely separate budget line. This process will 
improve accountability.  

The other budget-related change is the recent passage of the Great American Outdoors Act 
(GAOA). Mr. Bacon noted that the passage of the GAOA represents the work of a wide range of 
recreation interests working together and will bring a significant influx of funding for recreation-
related infrastructure improvements, addressing a backlog of deferred maintenance across federal 
land management agencies. The total expected GAOA funding for the USFS is around $285 
million per year for the next five years, which will then be apportioned to the USFS regions. The 
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GAOA also provides permanent funding for the Land and Water Conservation Fund, which will 
improve public access through land acquisition.  

A participant asked whether there will also be additional funding available due to the fire funding 
fix and the end of fire borrowing. The specific impact on the budget is not yet known, but more 
updates can be provided in future meetings.  

A participant asked when the GAOA funding criteria would be available. Mr. Bacon said the 
criteria would likely be available next week.  

Update on Forest Plan Revisions  
Ms. Shahani gave updates on the Sierra and Sequoia Forest Plan revisions as well as the effort to 
modernizing forest plans in the Northwest Planning Area. The timelines for the Sierra and Sequoia 
forest plans were extended somewhat but the revision process is wrapping up and USFS 
anticipates that they will be finalized at the end of 2020 or beginning of 2021. The final release 
dates also depend on receiving a green light from the USFS chief.  

For the Northwest Planning Area modernization, USFS is currently developing processes and 
gearing up for the assessment. They recently released a biological assessment covering the area, 
which is available online. USFS is moving into a public engagement process, with a couple of 
sessions likely to be held this fall. One will focus on the biological assessment and the other will 
seek input related to how stakeholders would like to be engaged as the Forest Service moves into 
modernization of the forest plans in the Northwest Area. A final decision has not yet been made 
regarding the forests that this process will focus on, but they may include the Mendocino, Six 
Rivers, Shasta-Trinity, and Klamath forests in California and the Rogue River-Siskiyou forests in 
Oregon and California.  

Ms. Shahani said that USFS is interested to hear feedback about the public engagement processes 
done during the Sierra, Sequoia, and Inyo forest plan revision processes. Feedback can be sent to 
Tasha LoPorto, the USFS staff person leading this public engagement effort, at 
tasha.loporto@usda.gov. 

A participant asked whether the USFS will conduct one NEPA (National Environmental Protection 
Act) Environmental Impact Statement process for all five forests or conduct five separate 
processes. Ms. Shahani said that she believed they would be separate but could not confirm with 
certainty. She noted that USFS has been revising the Sierra and Sequoia, which share an EIS.  

Sub-Regional Volunteer Coordination  
Ms. Mick gave a presentation on the Region 5 pilot program for sub-regional volunteer 
coordination. The program aims to build and improve on existing volunteer efforts and 
relationships. Its goals and objectives include:  

• Recruit and train Volunteer - Volunteer Coordinator(s) 
• Increase communication and awareness of various volunteer projects taking place across 

units within a forest 
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• Increase the number of volunteers and numbers of hours contributed by 10% 
• Establish a recruitment process utilizing different methods 
• Complete inventory and organization of volunteer programs on the forest and district levels 
• Recognize volunteers for their accomplishments 

The sub-regional volunteer coordination program aims to work with a long-term, trusted volunteer 
or group in each ranger district to help the Forest Service manage other volunteers in that district. 
Ms. Mick noted that the structure will be similar to the volunteer coordination support that the 
Pacific Crest Trail Association provides, but on smaller scale. The pilot project will also allow the 
volunteer coordinators on the different forests to work together and learn from one another. 

Ms. Mick shared a map showing the four operational zones into which the forests within California 
have been organized and the locations where the forest expects to have sub-regional volunteer 
coordinators in the near future. The USFS has one volunteer coordinator currently working on the 
Inyo and Stanislaus forests; due to COVID and other reasons, progress has slowed toward getting 
volunteer coordinators working on the Sierra and Sequoia, Klamath, Shasta-Trinity, and 
Mendocino forests. Ms. Mick said that the USFS hopes to be able to establish these positions by 
April 2021, as well as positions on the Cleveland and San Bernardino forests.  

Ms. Mick invited participants to contact her directly if they are interested in participating in the 
program. 

A participant asked how the volunteer coordinator positions are funded. Ms. Mick said that they 
are funded through a priority project through the recreation allocation, with a mix of recreation, 
trails, and other types of funding.  

Two participants asked about specific volunteer service agreements, and Mr. McInerny suggested 
that these questions be addressed with USFS staff outside of the meeting.  

COVID-19 Impact and Response/Call to Action 
Mr. Bacon shared some of the challenges that Region 5 has been facing due to COVID-19. The 
USFS is experiencing a seasonal staffing shortage and lacks capacity to engage volunteers. While 
the Region has received funding through the CARES Act, routine maintenance such as pumping 
toilets remains challenging because many private sector contractors also lack capacity at this time. 
Additionally, there has been an increase in staff becoming infected with COVID-19 through 
contact with the public.  

Mr. Bacon said that USFS sees the increased interest in recreating on public lands as a silver lining 
to the pandemic and expects this level of interest will continue beyond the pandemic, though the 
agency is struggling to serve the increased users at this time. Participants were invited to share 
ideas for addressing the COVID-19 management challenges through a shared document which the 
Region 5 staff will review and consider.  

Two participants suggested holding a SORC meeting devoted to COVID-19 impacts and response.  
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Overcoming the Old Way of Doing Business 
Attendees participated in a breakout session exploring how collaboration across interest groups 
could lead to better planning and implementation outcomes. The groups each discussed one of the 
projects below, identifying challenges, the role of local and statewide or national advocacy groups, 
how collaboration could prevent or address the challenges, and the lessons that the SORC can 
learn to promote better collaborative efforts in the future.  

High-Level Overview of Projects 
To set the stage for the breakout discussions, high-level overviews were given of each of the 
projects. Gordon Martin, Mammoth Lakes District Ranger, and Matthew Paruolo, Eastern Sierra 
Sustainable Recreation Coordinator, provided the overview for the Sherwins Area Trail 
Enhancement project. Shannon Friedman, Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, gave the overview 
for the Lake Tahoe West project. Please see Appendix B for fact sheets on the two projects.  

A participant asked whether and how the Sherwins Area Trail Enhancement Project effort has been 
working with tribes, particularly given the historic trail of the North Fork Rancheria of Mono 
Indians near the San Joaquin Gorge running up to Mammoth Lakes. Mr. Martin said that Tribal 
Liaison Jackie Vital has been working with tribes. The trail does not coincide with the historic 
trail, and the trail alignment avoids heritage resources and sensitive plants.  

Report Out from Breakout Discussion 
Participants were split into two groups, each of which focused on discussing one of the above 
projects. Notes from the breakout groups are included in Appendix C. After the breakout 
discussions, each group briefly reported out on the key takeaways from their discussions.  

Sherwins Area Trail Enhancement: Eastern Sierra  
A key challenge in this project was the long lapse in time between the initial planning process and 
implementation, which led to a loss of the buy-in that had been established. In addition to 
shortening the planning timeframe, participants emphasized the importance of communication to 
prevent the challenges faced by this project. Lessons learned include the need for providing regular 
and timely updates to keep the community informed on the status of a project, providing 
background to new staff as they come into decision-making positions within relevant 
organizations, and engaging with stakeholder groups at various stages of planning.   

Lake Tahoe West: Lake Tahoe Basin 
For the Lake Tahoe West project, the group emphasized the need for stakeholders to trust the 
process, including trust in the environmental review processes and that their input will be 
meaningfully considered. The group also identified communication as a critical piece of improving 
planning and implementation. The communication should focus on ensuring understanding of the 
process, decisions already made, opportunities for input, and how perspectives will be considered.  

Next Steps and Desired Future Agenda Topics 
Mr. McInerny shared next steps, including gathering additional input from participants on the 
topics discussed during the meeting, developing the agenda for the next SORC meeting on October 
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28th, and soliciting participation from additional stakeholder groups. He also noted the effort to 
educate the recreating public about responsible recreation during COVID-19 through the hashtag 
#recreateresponsibly and asked participants to share the information with their networks.  
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Appendix A: Participant List 
The participant list below represents those who noted their presence via a virtual sign-in sheet.  

SORC Participants 

• Amy Granat, California Off-Road Vehicle Association 
• Anthony Duncan, International Mountain Bicycling Association 
• Bob Kingman, Sierra Nevada Conservancy 
• Bob Magee, BackCountry Horsemen 
• Chris Horgan, Stewards of the Sequoia 
• Danna Stroud, CALREC Vision 
• David Page, Winter Wildlands Alliance/Outdoor Alliance 
• Emilyn Sheffield, CSU Chico 
• Jennifer Tripp, Pacific Crest Trail Association 
• Katie Hawkins, Outdoor Alliance California 
• Kyle Felker, Sierra Access Coalition 
• Laurel Harkness, Siskiyou Outdoor Recreation Alliance /Society of Outdoor Recreation 

Professionals 
• Matt Dietz, The Wilderness Society 
• Michael Reitzell, Ski California 
• Ryan Henson, CalWild 
• Shannon Friedman, Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 
• Stacy Corless, Mono County/Rural County Representatives of California 
• Steve Messer, Concerned Off-Road Bicyclists Association 
• Theresa Simsiman, American Whitewater 

U.S. Forest Service Pacific Southwest Region Staff 

• Jim Bacon, Public Services Director 
• Nancy Parachini, Public Services Deputy Director 
• Kathy Mick, Regional Program Manager for Volunteers, Service, Conservation Education, 

and Interpretive Services  
• Priya Shahani, Deputy Director for Ecosystem Planning 
• Tasha La Porto, Regional Strategic Planner  
• Chris Colvin, Regional Outdoor Recreation Planner 
• Gordon Martin, Mammoth Lakes District Ranger, Inyo National Forest 
• Lindsey Steinwachs, Mammoth Lakes Acting Deputy District Ranger, Inyo National Forest 

Consensus and Collaboration Program Facilitation Team 

• Austin McInerny, Senior Mediator/Facilitator 
• Julia Van Horn, Associate Mediator/Facilitator 
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Appendix B: Project Fact Sheets  

Lakes Basin and Sherwins Area Trail Enhancement Project 
Introduction: The Mammoth Ranger District of the Inyo National Forest proposes to implement 
trail improvements in the Lakes Basin and Sherwins Area to provide diverse trail-based 
recreational opportunities near the Town of Mammoth Lakes while protecting natural and cultural 
resources. Proposed improvements include construction of new non-motorized, multi-use trails 
accessing the Mammoth Lakes Basin from the Town of Mammoth Lakes, and creation of system-
trails connecting users to different lakes and discrete facilities within the Mammoth Lakes Basin. 
The proposed trail improvements emphasize creation of new trails in areas of concentrated and 
existing use, while protecting sensitive riparian areas to minimize resource damage.  Scoping for 
the proposed project just closed and more info is available here.  

Project Location: see attached figure.  
Purpose and Need:  The Town of Mammoth Lakes Trail System Master Plan, Sherwins Area 
Recreation Plan and Sherwins Working Group have provided a blueprint along with specific trail 
concepts for implementation by the Measure R Trails Program, aka the Mammoth Lakes Trail 
System (MLTS), a partnered effort between the Town of Mammoth Lakes and the US Forest 
Service. The trail concepts were developed collaboratively by the Sherwins Working Group, which 
included a broad cross section of stakeholders, with facilitation services provided by US Forest 
Service.  Measure is a “special tax” approved by the voters of Mammoth Lake that is committed to 
Trails, Parks, and Recreation. Several specific concepts have been constructed in recent years 
including SHARP ID #13 (the Mammoth Rock Trail Connector) and SHARP ID # 
18 (the Meadow Trail Connector). These trails were constructed using a skilled Town Trail Crew 
and CALFIRE crews with hand tools in 2018.  For the next phase of work in the Sherwins Area, 
the Inyo National Forest Supervisor provided direction to USFS staff to work with The Town of 
Mammoth Lakes to develop a project building on community driven planning efforts that would 
work well for the landscape and for the community. This proposed next phase of trail projects 
were developed in partnership with the Mammoth Ranger District, and includes SHARP ID #29 
(Solitude Canyon) elicited from the Sherwins Area Recreation Plan, and several concepts derived 
from the Lakes Basin Special Study 2011. The Solitude Canyon concept connects from the 
Mammoth Rock Trail and winds up through Solitude Canyon and over the Sherwin Ridge into the 
Mammoth Lakes Basin. The concepts from the Lakes Basin Special Study will connect Twin 
Lakes with Lake Mamie and Horseshoe Lake to provide trail users a non-motorized, multi-modal 
option to get from each lake via a sustainable system of trails. These proposed alignments also 
provide important linkages as part of the Mammoth Loop Trail that was conceptualized as a 
proposal from the Town’s Walk, Bike, Ride Action Plan. Several user-created trails have been 
created by anglers, hikers, bikers, and other user-groups to access these features. The proposed 
Lakes Basin and Sherwins Area Trail Enhancement Project is intended to provide sustainable 
solutions to meet community needs and protect the area’s sensitive cultural and natural resources. 
This concept and others were included in the Town of Mammoth Lakes Programmatic EIR for the 
Trail System Master Plan.  
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Proposed Action:  Approximately 15 miles of new natural surfaced multi-use, non-motorized 
trails will be constructed and will adhere to U.S. Forest Service trail design specifications with a 
target tread width of 18-24”. Work will be performed with hand-tools and/or a small trail machine. 
It is anticipated that trail construction work will be implemented starting summer of 2020 and into 
2021. Project implementation and ongoing long-term maintenance will occur in partnership with 
the Town of Mammoth Lakes under authorization of the Mammoth Ranger District with funding 
to be provided through Measure R. This proposal is consistent with and similar to the categories of 
action which may be excluded from documentation in an EA or EIS as described in 36 CFR 220.6 
(e)(1). Appropriate and legally required environmental studies and consultations will be completed 
in support of the project. 
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Lake Tahoe West Restoration Project 
Introduction: The US Forest Service-Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit, California Tahoe 
Conservancy, and Tahoe Regional Planning Agency are proposing to prepare a joint EA/EIR for 
the Project and scoping has been initiated. Additional background info available here.  

Project Location: The Project Area comprises approximately 59,000 acres, including nearly all 
the western portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin and consists of multiple land ownerships, including 
44,270 acres of National Forest System lands managed by the LTBMU, 8,950 acres of state-owned 
and managed lands, and 5,800 acres of private or local government lands. See attached figures.  

Purpose and Need:  The Lake Tahoe Basin’s natural ecosystems and built environments are 
increasingly at risk from high-severity wildfire, drought, and insect and disease outbreaks. The 
changing climate, in combination with past land use practices, is expected to increase widespread 
tree mortality, severe impacts from smoke, and spread of invasive species, and to decrease carbon 
storage and lake clarity. Past land use practices, including fire suppression efforts, have resulted in 
overly dense forests and fuel accumulations, low quality wildlife habitat, and degraded watersheds 
that are less resilient (able to recover) after disturbance. For years, land management agencies have 
conducted restoration actions on federal and state lands within the Lake Tahoe Basin to improve 
ecological conditions. However, these actions are not improving ecosystem health and resilience 
fast enough or at a broad enough scale to keep pace with the threats posed by current stressors. 
Because of the current threats, a multi-jurisdictional, landscape level approach to restoration is 
needed on federal, state, and some private lands to improve the resilience of Lake Tahoe’s west 
shore landscape. The Basin’s forested, riparian, and aquatic ecosystems need restoration to counter 
the effects of climate change, reduce fire risks, improve forest structure and diversity, increase 
beneficial fire on the landscape, protect and enhance habitats supporting native plants and animals, 
and protect lake clarity and stream flows. Stated needs include:  

 

• Improve habitat conditions and increase habitat resilience within Protected Activity Centers 
for the California spotted owl and northern goshawk.  

• Increase the pace and scale of forest restoration including strategic placement of treatments 
and associated roads to create conditions that allow for an increased use of fire as a 
restoration tool and to reduce the risks and consequences of wildfire within the wilderness 
or from escaping from the wilderness.  

• Increase forest resiliency to reduce the risk of greenhouse gas emissions from high severity 
fires and to build more resilient communities, recreation opportunities, and local 
economies.  

Proposed Action:  The proposed action would involve implementing restoration treatments to 
meet the purpose and need outlined above. Proposed actions include:  

• Forest thinning 
• Tahoe Regional Planning Agency Basin-Wide Code Amendment  
• Biomass utilization and removal 
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• Prescribed burning 
• Forest habitat restoration  
• Project-Specific Forest Plan Amendment (Protected Activity Centers) 
• Reforestation.  
• Meadow and aspen restoration 
• Aquatic habitat restoration  
• Stream restoration 
• Road and stream crossing actions 
• Forest Plan Amendment (Roads in Backcountry)  
• Temporary forest closures and access considerations 
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Appendix C: Breakout Discussion Notes 

Sherwins Area Trail Enhancement  

Identified Challenges: 
• How to manage highly impacted trails 
• How to interface urban/forest areas 
• How to weigh diverse interests on the ground 
• Varying projects all being wrapped into one process 
• Communication and differing levels of participation across multiple jurisdictions (local, 

state, federal) on multiple project/forums - various processes 
• Lack of meaningful ways to engage at late time in project development 
• Level of NEPA analysis 
• New staff involvement 
• Duration of planning process 
• Roles and responsibilities of various groups in managing public lands 
• Nonprofit / interested parties lack of bandwidth 

How might local collaboration/USFS interaction helped or been done differently? 
• Covid is making life incredibly difficult! Need for public meeting to engage the community 
• More history and background provided in the scoping notice 
• With a long time since the original project was discussed, there is a need for more dialogue 

to bring all parties up to speed.  
• More involvement from all interested parties early on 
• Increased/heightened role for USFS in presenting project 

Role of local interest groups versus statewide/national advocacy organizations: 
• Communication between all interested organizations is critical and an appropriate forum is 

needed  

What have we collectively learned from this project? 
• Need to shorten planning timeframe “war of attrition” 
• Regular and timely updates on all ongoing projects needed to keep community informed on 

status of efforts 
• Refresher for new staff who are coming into decision-making positions 
• Need to understand at what level/stage of planning it is appropriate to engage with groups - 

“err on the side of more communication” 
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Lake Tahoe West Restoration Project Outcomes 

Identified Challenges: 
• Black Rock backcountry management area designated in management plan is proposed for 

logging and road construction - creates serious concern as it was recommended for 
protection  

• Concerns about logging and road construction in Inventoried Roadless Areas within project 
area  

o Clarification: The project includes no new roads in Inventoried Roadless Areas. 
There is potential for new roads in the backcountry management area. There will be 
more clarity as the project moves forward.   

• Need additional information about the kind of NEPA that will be conducted 
o The proposed environmental assessment would cover NEPA, CEQA, and Tahoe 

Agency planning requirements (EIS, EIR, and EA)  

How might local collaboration/USFS interaction helped or been done differently? 
• What is the plan for informing the public and recreational users about implementation? 
• Development of the environmental documents - scoping done in April, with public 

comment solicited in two public meetings. Next opportunities for public input at release of 
draft environmental documents. Stakeholder groups are providing input along the way, 
including representatives from environmental and recreation communities.  

• Encouraging participation of motorized group at the local level - sharing site-specific 
information and support  

• Demand among the mtb community for alternative to Tahoe Rim trail. Was this considered 
for the project? If roads are to be constructed, consider them for conversion to trail post 
project completion. 

• This was not considered as part of the proposed action. The project does not currently 
include any planned recreation improvements.  

Role of local interest groups versus statewide/national advocacy organizations: 
• Local interest groups are critical as eyes and ears on the landscape and identifying the best 

opportunities and articulating desired conditions  

What have we collectively learned from this project? 
• What is needed here is good NEPA and CEQA with consideration of key issues as the 

NEPA and CEQA laws were intended.  
• Need to be inclusive, particularly for groups that do not have paid employees: schedule 

meeting outside of business hours; communicating the importance of hearing peoples’ 
perspectives in these processes  - people on the ground providing the pulse and local 
understanding. People may already be reluctant to join groups like this, so it is important to 
ensure there are no roadblocks to participation. 


